
THE PROJECT
1] Researchers are GPS and satellite

tracking the penguins to identify areas
that should be marine protected
2] They will create a map of penguin
distribution and workshops to present
information to key authorities
3] Attempting to have areas designated

by authorities and recognized so
management plans can be created
4] Also looks at variations of regional

sea surface temperatures to ascertain
impacts of climate change on the
penguin population

MACARONI
PENGUINS

IN UK AND FRENCH OVERSEES TERRITORIES

MARINE AREAS FOR

Macaroni penguins are a species of penguin found in the
sub-Antarctic waters around South Georgia, the South
Sandwich Islands, Crozet, and Kerguelen. They reside in

rocky areas and cliffs above the ocean and are one of the
most important avian consumers of marine life. In recent

years, macaroni penguins have been classified as a
vulnerable species.

THE SPECIES

1] Food supply is jeopardized due to climate
change

2] Invasive species - like rabbits, cats, and rats -
impede penguin breeding

3] Industrial fishing for krill - a major food
source for the penguins

THE THREATS
THE NUMBERS

 

Shows time spent per sector
with red being areas of greatest

use by penguins

Sea Distribution of
Macaroni Penguins

THE OUTCOMES

Macaroni penguins are a keystone

species in their environment, making
their survival vital to the survival of the

ecosystem as a whole. As these
penguins continue to be threatened by

climate change, this project will provide
valuable research on the repercussions

for this species, as well as establish
areas where threats will be lessened,

reducing the number of stressors these
penguins must contend with in addition

to an already changing climate.

IMPORTANCE

First results focused on density and use
at South Georgia during incubation
period
Most of incubation appears to be
concentrated in the northern region

of South Georgia
Antarctica Polar Front may be
significant in incubation phase of
macaroni penguins
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